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here is the so of problem: when i click on creative studio i recieved an error that it
could not load the driver or something like that.So i searched on the web and i

found somethng about it and it it is recommended to update the drivers and i did
and it still didnt work so i downloaded the 3ddesktop but im not sure if thats wot i
need but wot do i need?The so of the problem is i have creative studio 13 and 10
i lost the bluetooth so i downloaded studio 12 it didnt work and installed studio 13
and it still didnt work so i downloaded the 3ddesktop and it still didnt work.And im

not sure wat do i need and how do i get it to work.THANKS Hello, I got some
problems with Blue Tooth Connection. When I get ready to connect, it sends me
this message: '"USB "daive - link" adapter - version 6 - usb 1-0: new high-speed

USB device number 8 using ehci_hcd" Then this message: "Found USB device USB
"daive - link" but not supported.' Then I get another message: "USB "daive - link"

adapter - version 6 - usb 1-0: new high-speed USB device number 9 using
ehci_hcd" And again this message: "Found USB device USB "daive - link" but not
supported." It sounds like a problem with the USB driver. So I follow the steps in
the support section about downloading and installing the suitable USB driver and
this is the result. Everything seems to work fine until the reboot. When I reboot,
the same messages reappear again. How can I fix this? I need help! For some

reason, I have to download the driver for the controller, plug it into my computer
and then update the Bluetooth adapter settings and the Bluetooth controller is

then connected. However, the Bluetooth controller never remembers the
password or anything. What do I do? And I need help. Also, the controller is

connected, but the light on the side of the controller doesn't turn on.
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i already have windows 10, and have the same issue, i had used the fix and it not
working for me, so i want to make a copy of my system and reinstall win 10 and

then install win 7 deep blue. i have a lot of programs and all was working and now
all stoped. pls. help me. i'm in every days waiting. Sorted by newest. I found this
nifty utility on NoobFeed’s blog on how to fix Windows 10 blue screen problem.

After completing the steps in the tutorial, I opened up Notepad, and typed out the
following text into it.

“HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion\Windows”.
I then pasted in the contents from the Notepad as-is and hit Paste. Then, I hit the
Enter button and proceeded to the next step. Hi, Im trying to install your theme

on my laptop and its happening the same problem as the guy in the picture: after
installing i get the blue screen error message and have to restart (i have Windows

10). I can't figure out what to do, and I don't want to look at the blue lines thing
because it's not an alienware related problem, it's the windows7 update problem,
which I cant seem to solve. How can i fix this? Hello, I wanted to share a link to a
site which might work for fixing the problem of blue lines if you are on Windows 8
or Windows 10. To fix this problem, enter into the registry and delete the keys HK
EY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion\ChaosCalculat
or and HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion\Cha
osCalculator2. Delete both of these keys and it should no longer have the issue.

On Windows 10, I could fix the blue lines with Windows 10 Blue theme, but on the
newer Windows 10 Anniversary Update, I get them again. I just want to know
where to get the files that fixed it. I really have no idea what theme I used.
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